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The scenario is as frustrating as it is foreseeable. A regulator pursues allegations of professional misconduct against one of its

members. Many, if not most of the facts in the case are uncontroversial, but the party facing prosecution is loath to engage or

negotiate, let alone admit the uncontested facts. As the hearing approaches, the prosecution has no choice but to prepare for a fully

contested hearing. They go about preparing witnesses, drafting witness statements and affidavits, and securing tribunal time. Only on

the proverbial courthouse steps does the reluctant party come to the table. Witnesses and panel members must be notified, and an

adjournment may be necessary. Ultimately, the parties reach a partial or comprehensive Agreed Statement of Facts that could have

been drafted months earlier – but with significant expenses having been incurred in the meanwhile. Surely, there must be a

mechanism to avoid this predictable waste of time and resources. We make the case that there is: the Request to Admit, a tool

regularly employed in civil proceedings, can and should be adapted to professional discipline matters.

What is a Request to Admit?

A Request to Admit is a simple but effective way to narrow the issues between litigants. Employed as a matter of rote in most

complex civil trials, they can be found in the civil rules of each Canadian jurisdiction (sometimes under the moniker “Notices to

Admit”).[1] One party asks the other to admit to the truth of certain facts and authenticity of certain documents. The responding party

must engage or face consequences. While the precise mechanism will vary, the procedure usually consists of the following basic

structure:

Request
 Form

: One party asks another to admit the truth of a fact or authenticity of a document by serving a form, often

called a “Request to Admit”, that sets out one fact or one document per paragraph.

Required Response
: The recipient of the request must serve a responding form, often called a “Response to Request to

Admit”, within a pre-determined time period. For each fact or document set out in the request, the responding party must

either:

Admit the truth of the fact or authenticity of the document;

Deny the truth of the fact or the authenticity of the document and set out the reason for the denial; or

Refuse to admit the truth of the fact or the authenticity of the document and set out the reason for the refusal.

Deemed Admission
: If the recipient fails to provide a compliant response within the timeline, they are deemed to admit, for

the purpose of the proceeding only, the truth of any facts or authenticity of any documents not addressed in their response.

Cost Consequences
: Where a party does not admit the truth of a fact or authenticity of a document and that fact or

document is subsequently proven at a hearing, the adjudicator may consider that party’s failure to admit when awarding costs.

Release Valve
: A deemed admission may only be withdrawn on consent or with leave of the adjudicator.

The Benefits of Requests to Admit



Requests to Admit generally enhance the efficiency of proceedings by narrowing the issues that require determination on the merits.

A compliant response will concede those facts and documents that cannot be contested (or are uncontroversial) and provide an

explanation for those that remain in dispute. As a result, the party who serves a Request to Admit will obtain (i) partial admissions (ii) a

better understanding of their opponent’s case and/or (iii) an improved case for costs.

Because the process introduces ramifications for parties who do not cooperate, a Request to Admit is particularly helpful when

dealing with a non-responsive or intransigent respondent in professional discipline matters, specifically by:

Reducing the impact of non-responsiveness: The threat of deemed admissions makes it more difficult for an

uncooperative respondent to delay a proceeding through non-responsiveness. A properly served Request to Admit that sets

out the elements of the underlying misconduct can allow a hearing to proceed in the absence of the respondent and without

the need to devote hearing time to live witnesses.[2]

Breaking stalemates over Agreed Statements of Facts
: The format of a Request to Admit presents each fact or document

in an individual paragraph, and respondents may find it easier to agree to the content of an Agreed Statement of Facts when it

is broken down into pieces. If an Agreed Statement of Facts fails to gain traction, a useful strategy is to recast the draft

document as a Request to Admit.

The Availability of Requests to Admit in Administrative Proceedings

Despite their potential advantages, Requests to Admit are seldom employed in administrative proceedings. In the realm of

professional discipline, they have yet to gain much traction outside of legal regulators. Those regulators that do employ them have

done so with success: Ontario’s Law Society Tribunal has called it “an important element in the Tribunal’s procedures”.[3] For tribunals

unfamiliar with Requests to Admit, regulators or counsel acting on their behalf can introduce the mechanism in several ways:

Change the Rules
: Any tribunal with the statutory authority to draft its own rules of procedure can introduce Requests to

Admit by way of rule amendment. Rules of procedure for the Competition Tribunal, Law Society of British Columbia, and Law

Society of Ontario all provide for a Request to Admit process.[4]

Invoke Civil Rules of Procedure
: Many tribunals’ procedural rules incorporate by reference their jurisdiction’s rules of civil

procedure. Where they do, an administrative body may adopt the existing regime without resorting to a rule amendment. The

Ontario Land Tribunal, for instance, regularly treats Ontario’s Request to Admit rule as part of its rules of procedure.[5]

Invoke Civil Rules of Evidence
: Where a tribunal’s enabling statute or rules invoke civil rules of evidence,[6] it is at least

arguable that there exists jurisdiction to use a Request to Admit. The Law Society of Manitoba’s disciplinary hearings have

adopted Requests to Admit based on a provision of the Legal Profession Act stipulating, “The rules of evidence that apply in a

civil proceeding in the Court of Queen’s Bench apply at the hearing.”[7]

Argue as a Matter Jurisdiction and Evidence
: Counsel may be able to avail themselves of a Request to Admit even in

absence of an express provision. Both the Law Society of Alberta and the British Columbia Human Rights Tribunal have

accepted admissions obtained by way of Request to Admit absent any formal rule:

A Law Society of Alberta hearing committee found that its jurisdiction to admit facts and evidence pursuant to a

Request to Admit was derived from the Rules of the Law Society of Alberta, the tribunal’s Pre-Hearing Guide, and a

provision in Legal Profession Act that permits it to “hear, receive and examine evidence in any manner it considers

proper…”[8]

The British Columbia Human Rights Tribunal granted an application permitting the use of Rule 31, Notice to Admit,

from the British Columbia Supreme Rules of Court (now Rule 7-7). It modified the original rule to recognize that the

procedures of a quasi-judicial tribunal should be less formal and more flexible than civil procedure.[9]

Get Creative with Existing Rules
: Counsel should consider how to employ existing rules as the functional equivalent to a

Request to Admit. Pre-hearing orders compelling reverse disclosure or particulars,[10] for instance, could have the same effect

as a Request to Admit, especially when paired with an Offer to Settle.[11]



A Useful, If Imperfect Tool

Whether in court or professional discipline proceedings, Requests to Admit are not a panacea: a party committed to non-cooperation

will not be deterred by the threat of costs; panels may be quick to relieve an aggrieved party of their deemed admissions; and

responses to a request to admit, even in the context of a refusal to admit, may lead to confusion or be a ground of future appeal.[12]

Nevertheless, parties and regulators that wish to conserve resources, narrow the issues, or build a record for costs should be prepared

to make use of the tools available to minimize expenses. Viewed from that perspective, Requests to Admit form an integral part of

their kit.

The information and comments herein are for the general information of the reader and are not intended as advice or

opinion to be relied upon in relation to any particular circumstances. For particular application of the law to specific

situations, the reader should seek professional advice.
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